In the Ashburton River district of Western Australia, individual members of different patrifilial totemic country groups (patriclans) could share a common name that was used in both address and reference for those individuals. This namesake relationship between members of distinct patriclans or descent-based estate-owning groups existed regardless of the linguistic identities of the patriclans concerned and was regional in distribution. This institution had family resemblances to cross-regional identity-sharing systems in other parts of Aboriginal Australia; however, it was unique in its detail. These shared names frequently, but not always, reflected shared patriclan totems. In any case, they structurally yielded subsets of patriclans. In some recorded cases, members of these subsets married each other. These cases may or may not have been post-conquest 'wrong marriages' contracted when the old prescriptive marriage laws were losing force.
Introduction
In this chapter, I discuss certain anthropological and linguistic records from the Ashburton River district of the Pilbara region of Western Australia (see Figure 23 ). My focus is on several authors' descriptions of subgroupings of descent-based totemic clans-subsets that they variously named 'phratries' (Bates 1913) , 'inter-tribal totemic divisions' (Radcliffe-Brown 1931) and 'totem classes' (Austin 1992a (Austin -e, 2012 . The information left to us regarding these subsets is limited and no longer being socially reproduced. For this reason, we have a small and closed corpus of evidence about them. Their unusual features, though, make it worthwhile for this paper to attempt as comprehensive a description and analysis of them as practicable.
While the evidence for the emotional colour of intra-set relationships among the people concerned is sparse, it does point towards amity-a 'mateship'-based on mutual likeness. The members of these subsets enjoyed a commonality of identity, irrespective of their constituents' linguistic group memberships. These subsets linked people, not only as individuals, but also as members (or perhaps 'representatives' would be closer to classical Aboriginal psychology) of different estateholding totemic clans both within and across linguistic-territorial boundaries. Although two or more such subsets might have possessed the same linguistic variety, they were not structurally nested subgroups of linguistic groups per se; rather, they were distributed in a mosaic fashion across the landscape-geographically and socially.
They thus formed a superordinate association of women, men and presumably children who were at once both 'same and different'-in the sense of that widespread Aboriginal expression that reflects a philosophical preference for conjoint complementarity rather than monoliths of unity. These patriclan membership subsets formed discontinuous unities of like peoples who differed in other respects. Thus, they were counterterritorial in function, if not intention-that is, one peacemaking role of the patriclan subsets was that within this system, one could find namesakes with linguistic affiliations and home locations far from one's own. In classical Aboriginal Australia generally, namesake relationships are always infused with a positive tone. Shared names often imply shared transcendent substance. That this amity-oriented structural institution formed a mosaic across territorial groups in the present case suggests that the Ashburton system was another example, although unique in detail, of the tendency of Australian societies to codify and formalise social forces that countervailed against the insularity and, at times, aggressive localism typically associated with patrifiliation or patriliny and male political dominance. Balance, not uniformity, was the supreme principle underpinning the valorisation of both kinds of institutions. In spite of this distributive function in relation to identity, the Ashburton patriclan subsets were not strictly exogamous. In this sense, their members could not have been culturally constructed as being 'of one blood'. I say this because a structure of a similar kind, widely spread in classical times in much of Australia and still extant in some regions such as the north central Northern Territory, consists of matrilineal totemic clans. Co-members of such descent-based unities were deemed to be of the same 'flavour', 'aroma' or 'meat', which meant there was a ban on sexual relationships between co-totemites, whether within one area or between distantly linked geographical areas. Along with an incest taboo, these matrilineal clans generally combined an ethic of amity between co-members.
Matrilineal social totems identified in these ways include the dhii or 'meat' of north Central New South Wales (Ash et al. 2003, p. 61; Mathews 1897, p. 157, 'dheeh') , the mardu or 'flavour' of the Lake Eyre region (Hercus 1989, p. 102; Howitt 1904, p. 91, 'murdu') and the ngurlu of the north central Northern Territory. Ngurlu is used mainly north and north-west from near Newcastle Waters and Beetaloo, and literally means 'taste, flavour' (Gurindji) or 'human scent, smell of a person's sweat' (Djamindjung) (Nash 1982) .
The 'Phratries' of North-East Arnhem Land
Religiously linked patrifilial groups in north-east Arnhem Land-the Yolngu region-have some features in common with the Ashburton system. The local missionary and scholar Theodore Webb (1933) referred to these as mala (untranslated by him, but generally meaning 'groups') possessing common rangga (sacred ceremonies). He implied that the constituents of these mala were 'hordes' (patrilineal descent groups ; Webb 1933, p. 406) . The constituent hordes were not clustered geographically but could be 'as widely separated as Elcho Island on the north coast and Blue Mud Bay on the Gulf of Carpentaria' (Webb 1933, p. 408) . On the matter of terminology for such scattered unities, he stated: 'I leave it to be determined whether the term tribe, subtribe, or some other should be applied to these mala' (Webb 1933, pp. 408-9) .
Lloyd Warner (1958 Warner ( [1937 , pp. 9, 33-5) identified the same sets as 'phratries', an anthropological term from phratria, meaning 'brotherhood' in Greek. Each phratry in north-east Arnhem Land belongs to only one of the exogamous patrilineal moieties of the region and has a mythic basis for unity of its members. Its members have similar languages ideologically, but not dialectally. Likewise, there is a doctrine of phratry solidarity that is not borne out in practice, and in two cases, Warner found the phratries 'too nebulous in their composition to give their clan membership '. Warner (1958 '. Warner ( [1937 , p. 35) regarded the phratries as 'a weak attempt within the culture to create new and larger groups than the clan to control the intramoiety antagonisms of the clans within it'.
In general, later anthropologists did not settle for Warner's terminology. Ronald Berndt (1955, p. 96 ) preferred 'parallel descent groups' and referred to 'clans' comprised of linguistic groups that consisted of parallel sets of minimal patrilineal descent groups. Warren Shapiro (1981, pp. 23, 91, 97-8 ) called Warner's phratries 'totemic unions' and pointed out more of their indeterminateness. Bernhard Schebeck (2001, pp. 46-9) included 'phratry-like names' among his schema of 10 types of collective names in the region but could not find rigid formalisation in their use. Nancy Williams (1986, p. 70) called the relevant entities manikay mala. Ian Keen (1994, pp. 65, 75) explicitly rejected 'phratries' and opted for 'groups' (mala), given the indeterminacies he described, and the presence of strings of links rather than sets marked by closures. Komei Hosokawa (2003) called Warner's phratries 'clans'. Despite such differences, the agreed picture for the Yolngu region is one in which identities and sacra may be held in common by people whose local country interests are separated by often considerable distances, people who belong to the same moiety and therefore cannot intermarry, and who may share a common title or group name. The first feature is shared with the Ashburton, while the latter two are not.
The Ashburton District
The Ashburton district is distinctive within the gallery of Australian traditions concerning kin superclasses. Appropriately, Bates (1913, p. 394 ) commented on 'how interesting the Ashburton tribes are'. Bates (1913, pp. 393-5) reported the existence of 'certain totem phratries' in a district of Western Australia that she referred to as the Ashburton. She described the Ashburton district as an area running 'from north of Onslow (Ashburton River), towards the Gascoyne River' (Bates 1913, p. 393) . It was identified by Bates (1913) as an area in which the Aboriginal people shared a distinctive cluster of key features of social and religious organisation: a four-section system that was subgrouped into two moieties whose members had prescribed ritual roles, the absence of circumcision, localised increase (thalu) ceremonies, a ban on cross-cousin marriages and totemic phratries. She cited no source here other than 'Cornally' and knowledge based on her own fieldwork, which seems to have principally been among the 77 Aboriginal women living at Dorre Island Isolation Hospital in late 1910 and early 1911 (Bates 1966, pp. 97-104; n.d ., Notebook 7a: cover sheet). I have used Bates's field materials to flesh out her published description. Bates (1966, pp. 97-104; n.d ., Notebook 7a: cover sheet) also acknowledged that her manuscript contained 'part of Cornally's information on marriage laws'.
1 Radcliffe-Brown (1931, pp. 38-42 ) acknowledged Bates's 1913 published paper as one of the sources for his own discussion of the Ashburton peoples, whom he denoted as 'Talaindji type' in his taxonomy of Australian social organisation. He had also done fieldwork in the same region in the period from 1910 to 1912 (Radcliffe-Brown 1931 , and his notes from that work (Radcliffe-Brown n.d.) have been used in this chapter in addition to his published statements. He described the district as being on both sides of the Ashburton River for the lower two-thirds of its length, south to the Gascoyne River (Radcliffe-Brown 1931, p. 38). Berndt et al. (1979, p. 32 [map], p. 35 [table] ) identified a similar Ashburton-centred region of 'traditional social categories and social groups', which he denoted as the 'Central-west coastal and inland' areasubgroup 'E'. Differences between the publication by Berndt et al. (1979) and that of Bates (1913) and Radcliffe-Brown (1931) suggest that Berndt was using his own and/or other unpublished field data as sources in this 1979 essay, which was brief. He did not mention in print the phenomenon that Bates called 'phratries'. Unfortunately, Berndt's field notes remain under a 30-year embargo at the University of Western Australia, and were not made available for this chapter.
1 James Cornally, a shepherd, was a resident in the Gascoyne and Ashburton River districts for about 20 years (Biblioteca versila 2015).
The linguistic-territorial groupings indicated in print as component members of the Ashburton regional social organisational system by Bates (1913) , Radcliffe-Brown (1931) and Berndt et al. (1979) are shown in Table 17 . I have reordered the groupings to match as many as possible across the rows. Bates (1913) listed only six but added '&c'-implying that perhaps she had recorded more; Radcliffe-Brown (1931, p. 38) listed 11; and Berndt et al. (1979) Source: Bates (1913) , Berndt et al. (1979) and Radcliffe-Brown (1931, p. 38) .
It is not the aim of this chapter to discuss the differences between these authors in any comprehensive detail; however, it is clear that they agree on a core regional set of six linguistic groups.
Additionally, from Bates (1913) , Radcliffe-Brown (1931) and Austin (1992a Austin ( -e, 2012 we may derive a largely parallel record of the names used in address and reference for the members of the patriclan subsets that we are considering (see Table 18 ). Source: Austin (1992a Austin ( -e, 2012 , Bates (1913) and Radcliffe-Brown (1931) .
Note, though, that individuals were addressed and referred to by the 'totem class names'. Such usage may well have implied a 'totem class' or shared higher order unit; however, but the names were not the names of the totem classes.
The Labelling of the Subsets by Scholars
While Bates (1913, p. 394) The cover term in use for Bates's 'phratries' in at least one case is most likely to have meant 'mate' or possibly 'friend' instead. I say this because in her unpublished manuscript (Bates n.d., Notebook 7a p. 98) under the heading 'PHRATRIES', she made a note that had been typed as 'Jadiara = mate, Talainji', followed by a listing of 13 marriages specifying language, section and 'phratry' for each partner and the totem of the male (see Tables 23 and 24 ). Given that the typist has rendered Payungu waliri as 'wadiri' on the same page, it may be that Bates actually wrote 'Jaliara = mate'. These terms can be compared with the published terms from Austin's (1992a Austin's ( , 1992b Austin's ( , 1992c work (see Table 19 ). Source: Austin (1992a Austin ( , 1992b Austin ( , 1992c .
Oddly, Bates (1913) used the term 'phratry' not to refer only to totemic groups, but also to pairs of sections. Hence, the Emu totem 'phratry' of the Burduna tribe was of 'Paljari-Banaka Phratry' (Bates, 1913, p. 394 )-with Paljari and Banaka being section terms. As will be discussed, the patriclan subsets were not associated with a single section couple or moiety, as this might have implied.
Acquisition of Membership
Bates (1913) did not explicitly state the rule for acquisition of the 'phratry' totem; however, her list of four examples of possible marriages between members of different 'phratries' shows in all cases that the offspring of such couples belonged to the 'phratry' of the father-not that of the mother. If this was general practice, this would have meant that the rule was one of patrifiliation.
Radcliffe-Brown (1931, pp. 41, 42) was clearer and stated that 'patrilineal clans' of the region were 'grouped together' into 'inter-tribal' totemic divisions, and that 'since the local clan is strictly patrilineal, it follows that the totemic divisions are also patrilineal'. This would imply, although it is not stated, that males in such divisions had the same divisional names as their brothers, sons, fathers, fathers' brothers and so on, while females had the same divisional names as their sisters, brothers' daughters, fathers' sisters and so on.
Distribution
According to Radcliffe-Brown (1931) , among the Ashburton-Gascoyne region's nine totemic divisions, only one (Kadjardu/Ngadjuri) 3 was 'found in all the tribes'. The Wilyaru/Ngwolyi division was only found in the southern tribes, while the Yirgu/Yerbidji, Mirdirba/Ngalgudji and Tambula/Murdari divisions were absent in the south-namely among the Maia and Baiong tribes (see Table 18 ). What he suggested as universal among the Ashburton regional system is the totemic division as a structural and religious entity, not the actual and total set of divisional names or totemic associations per se.
The totemic divisions were scattered across the landscape-both between and within language territories:
In a list of seventeen local clans of the Baiong tribe, which is probably not complete, there are three Kadjardu clans, seven Waleri, one Wariera, three Wiardji, and three Wilyaru. (Radcliffe-Brown 1931, p. 41) 3
The first term is the male name and the second is female for members of the same division.
According to Radcliffe-Brown (1931, p. 42) , this interdigitating system of commonly based distinctions that disregarded linguistic unities or differences gave rise to the use of divisional names-and not kin termsas the predominant form of address between men and women. Gender was marked in the differences between the male and female 'names' that rested on divisional memberships (see Table 18 ). Austin's (2012, p. 16) later work confirmed both points: 'There are separate terms for male and female members of the totem groups, and the terms are often used to refer to or address people, much in the manner of personal names in English'.
In these three respects-supra-segmentary linkages, eliding of names or kin terms and the principle of amity among those who are akinthe speech etiquette of patriclan subset membership in the Ashburton resembled that of subsection usage in Central and north central Australia.
Further, it was quite dissimilar to regions such as Cape York Peninsula where kin terms and clan-based names were among the main norms for address and reference. It was a system bigger and less personalised than putative genealogy, as it was one that flattened the carefully modulated distances and tensions of genealogically based relatedness into a subsection-like pan-regional set of a manageable number of likenesses and differences. It may also have added a rather emotionally light means of disambiguation of interpersonal reference. Such simple conversational functionality is not to be dismissed as a possibility.
Perhaps the most consistently noted and notable element linking members of the various descent-group subsets in the Ashburton case is the addressing of and referring to subset members using distinctive male and female names that reflect subset identity, in preference to the use of kin terms. Ideologically, at least, this was generally in recognition of the totems commonly held among members of the same identity. However, this system was by no means as neat as that would imply. It is the names that are most consistent and the totems less so.
The Totems and Descent Groups Bates's (1913, p. 394) brief published tabulation of 'phratry' names and totems presented a very simple picture of the relationship between the two. Table 20 retabulates the 'phratry' names and totems for clarity. However, this apparently simple picture is tempered by Austin's (2012, p. 17) comment:
It appears that the totems listed above for each group are prototypical for the local groups having that totem class name, however, evidence from Radcliffe-Brown's card file suggests that for any given local group there could be many associated totems, not always the one typical of the totem class of the clan.
Marriage, Patriclan Subset and Section Membership
Bates (1913) stated that in the Ashburton, no marriages were permitted 'within the totem phratry', and followed this statement with four examples of 'possible marriages' between 'phratry' members. It is anomalous, then, that in her list of permissible weddings was the pair Wariara (Emu) marrying Wilari (Turkey). Prior to this, Bates had identified Wariara as a male 'phratry' name and Wilari as the equivalent female 'phratry' name-both of which belonged to the Paljari-Banaka section couple (both Burduna tribe in this instance). If there had been a rule of exogamy for these patriclan subgroups, Bates's use of the label 'phratry' for them would be justified. However, exogamy did not apply as a strict rule so much as a common pattern. Further, Bates's assertion that Wilari/Wariara people belonged to the Paljari-Banaka section couple mistakenly implied an alignment between the two sets of categories. In fact, the patriclan subsets and the section terms associated with members of their constituent descent groups were not exclusively aligned with each other. Men of all four sections could be named Kadjardu, Waliri, Wiardji, Yauadji and, probably, Yirgu; female equivalents of these are few in the record but can be assumed to also have been applied. Table 22 shows evidence of this. Bates (1913) did not publish her list of 14 female-male relationships, plus a few other people, together with their linguistic group names, section names, 'phratry' memberships and totems. These are my terms as the columns containing these data lacked identifying headers. This list was located in Bates (n.d., Notebook 7a pp. 98-9) and is tabulated in Tables 23 and 24 . Below this list (Bates n.d., Notebook 7a pp. 98-9) fell an extension (see Table 24 ). Given that the sections of the couples listed by Bates all form impermissible relationships according to the section system, it would seem that this is perhaps a list of actual wrong marriages or a list of imagined wrong marriage possibilities between people who 'cannot marry'. Here, Bates's 'nidi' is most probably the nyirdi recorded by Austin as follows: 'wife's parents' (Thalanyji, 1992a, p. 19; Tharrgari, 1992c, p. 15) ; 'wife's father, daughter's husband' (Payungu, 1992b, p. 27) ; 'son-in-law, daughter's husband' (Warriyangga, 1992d, p. 14) ; and 'wife's mother, daughter's husband' (Jiwarli, 1992e, p. 33 ). Bates's (1913, p. 395 ) list of Burduna kin terms includes 'Nidi-I-father's sister's son'. I have been unable to identify 'ngallariju'; the 'ngal-' segment suggests a possible first-person dual inclusive pronoun as the stem. Table 23 where the partners' sections are identified are between men and women of the same patriclan subsets, as identified by names-that is, the patriclan subsets shown here are endogamous. This is the opposite of the rule propounded by Bates (1913) , who stated that they were exogamous.
All 14 marriages in
The section memberships of the spouses recorded here are also the opposite of the prescriptive marriage rules published by Bates (1913) and Radcliffe-Brown (1931) . Bates (1913, p. 393) An anonymous reader for this chapter suggested that the marriage evidence gathered by Bates (n.d.) may have been from people who had married wrongly as a result of the massive impact of colonisation, and whose marriages would not have otherwise been representative of precolonial or classical norms or behaviours. However, I would also make the following points. Bates worked anthropologically in Western Australia for 12 years prior to her publication on 'phratries' of the Ashburton (Bates 1913 , p. 400)-so, from 1901. The peak of this activity in the Pilbara perhaps occurred in 1911, and the commencement of pastoral and pearling impacts on the region date from the 1860s. Roughly speaking, this impact had begun to take form some 40 years before Bates's records. Anyone aged over 40 who worked with Bates (e.g. at Dorre Island) would have had parents who married before the old system was impacted. Assuming some of these people described their parents to Bates, those descriptions can be expected to reflect precolonial norms. Bates's list of marriages shown in Table 23 are all within patriclan subsets; further, in every case, the sections of the marriage partners are given as a father/child pair. This adds to its appearance of being an artifice emphasising patriclan subset exogamy as a rule. However, this was apparently not the rule because Bates also recorded permissible marriages between members of the same 'phratry'.
Bates (n.d., Notebook 7a p. 99) made a list of permissible marriages between females of particular totems and males of other totems for these same Ashburton people. The intertribal permissible marriages she recorded were presumably given by a woman, as they are all from the woman's point of view. Bates did not attempt to associate particular section couples with the totemites, who in this case may be understood as standing for particular patriclans. She also made no record of which totems were associated with which 'phratries'. In Table 25 , I have used Bates's and Radcliffe-Brown's data to deduce what these may have been.
The numbers in Table 25 correspond to the patriclan subset numbers in Table 18 . In instances where I have no data, the entry is marked by '-'. Bates's list was also in Aboriginal language and offered no translations. I have provided translations using Austin's dictionaries of relevant language varieties (various dates) and also alphabetised Bates's material by the first column. Although somewhat disordered, this evidence again indicates that women and men of the same patriclan subset could, under certain circumstances, marry permissibly. It also makes clear that the invariable patriclan subset endogamy shown in the 14 marriages of Tables 23 and 24 was not a result of a prescriptive rule.
Conclusion
While they were elementally structures that rested on local religious and other rights in estates and totemic descent-group membership, the Ashburton patriclan subsets emphasised pan-territorial and pan-linguistic commonalities and cloaked or elided territorial distinctions. As far as the record allows us to say, they emphasised an emotionally positive pattern of interpersonal address and reference based on this kindred of some among the many. At the same time, the Ashburton patriclan subsets also elided precise reference to the actual inter-kin status, and to differences of seniority versus juniority that otherwise obtained between interlocutors and the people they spoke to or spoke about using the patriclan subset person terms. Unlike many kin terms, the names did not structurally mark senior or junior persons. They were sociocentric rather than egocentric in basis-although the 'groups' they yielded had no proper names that have been recorded. In principle, they were not each identified with only a single father/child section couple. However, they distinguished terminologically between the genders-something one finds often among subsection systems, and at times among section systems, but rarely among the terminologies for sociocentric, geopolitical and religious alliances, including the 'phratries' or wider mala of north-east Arnhem Land.
In short, this system and its associated social etiquette shared several of the key features of universalist kin superclass systems, while at the same time being rooted in patrifilial localism.
I make this suggestion, not to advance a theory of evolutionary relationships between such a patriclan subset system and a section system, but merely to imply that some of the common cultural logics and achieved outcomes of ostensibly different social institutions resulted in some of the same ends being accomplished by similar-at times different but cognate-means. The Ashburton patriclan subsets rather look like an experiment in this domain that was shattered by the colonial avalanche, while still on the way to becoming. half Binigura half Tjuroro . In the yirda territory there are also 2 clay-pans Djundalya to the west of the river and Kurara or Kurarda to the east . At Madandji there is a wanamangura (mythical snake 
